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2 Porting coremark benchmark project on
LPC5500
In the original coremark template project from the offset website (www.eembc.org/coremark/index.php), the coremark standard
measurement procedure is executed as a whole application project and runs only once during the whole life-cycle of the
application. This usage makes sense, because users do not run other functions when wanting to measure the coremark
performance.
The LPC55xx CoreMark on Cortex-M33 Porting Guide (document AN12284) shows how to port the coremark project onto the
LPC5500 platform.
In the demo case, the coremark is run time by time in different conditions with different PowerQuad tasks. The original way of
calling the coremark procedure is modified, making it a function that can be called when needed.

Figure 1. Changing original main() function of coremark to coremark_start()
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As seen in Figure 1, the original main() function name is changed to coremark_start() in the core_main.c source file. This function
is the entry of the coremark task in the application. In the core_portme.c source file, insert the "gCoreMarkDone" flag variable
into the portable_fini() function to indicate that the coremark task of the current cycle is done.
void portable_fini(core_portable *p)
{
...
gCoreMarkDone = true;
}

In the demo project, the coremark task is called everytime as follows:
gCoreMarkDone = false;
coremark_start();
while (!gCoreMarkDone)
{
}
NOTE
Only CORE0 executes the coremark task time and time again. For CORE1, the coremark task is executed only
once because its running condition is not changed during the whole demo with various PowerQuad tasks with
CORE0.

3 Enabling dual-core projects
3.1 Memory allocation for the best performance
To achieve the best working performance, allocate the memory blocks of code and data for both cores in a suitable way and
reduce the arbitration of the accessing bus in the hardware system.
In the hardware system diagram, the memories are divided into blocks and connected to the AHB bus matrix separately. Using
this design, different bus masters can access different memory blocks simultaneously, without any arbitration delay.
For the LPC55S69 MCU, the available memories are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. LPC5500 memory map overview (part)
The following applies to the CORE0 application in this demo:
- The code is kept in the FLASH memory between 0x0000_0000 and 0x0003_FFFF (256 KB in total). The code runs in the FLASH
memory.
- The data (including stack and heap) is kept in the RAM1 and RAM2 memories between 0x2001_0000 and 0x2002_FFFF (128
KB in total).
The following applies to the CORE1 application in this demo:
- The code is kept in the FLASH memory between 0x0004_0000 and 0x0009_7FFF, (352 KB in total). After booting up, the code
is copied to the RAMX memory block and run there between 0x0400_0000 and 0x0400_7FFF (32 KB in total).
- The data (including stack and heap) are kept in the RAM3 memory between 0x2003_0000 and 0x2003_FFFF (64 KB in total).
The RAM0 memory keeps the shared data (discussed further on in this document).
The access paths are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. LPC5500 hardware system diagram (part)
Figure 3 shows that no memory blocks (slaves in the AHB matrix) are owned by the two cores (masters in the AHB matrix). The
only exception is the RAM0 memory, which is used to share data between the two cores.
The memory allocation is configured as the linker files of the project are made.
The linker file for CORE0 is as follows:
define symbol m_interrupts_start
define symbol m_interrupts_end

= 0x00000000;
= 0x0000013F;

//FLASH
//FLASH

define symbol m_text_start
define symbol m_text_end

= 0x00000140;
= 0x0003FFFF;

//FLASH
//FLASH

define exported symbol CORE1_image_start
define exported symbol CORE1_image_end

= 0x00040000;
= 0x00097FFF;

//FLASH
//FLASH

define symbol m_xcode_start
define symbol m_xcode_end

= 0x20000000;
= 0x2000FFFF;

//RAM0
//RAM0

define symbol m_data_start
define symbol m_data_end

= 0x20010000;
= 0x2002FFFF;

//RAM1-2
//RAM1-2
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The linker file for CORE1 is as follows:
define symbol m_interrupts_start
define symbol m_interrupts_end

= 0x04000000;
= 0x0400013F;

//RAM-X
//RAM-X

define symbol m_text_start
define symbol m_text_end

= 0x0400013F;
= 0x04007FFF;

//RAM-X
//RAM-X

define symbol m_data_start
define symbol m_data_end

= 0x20030000;
= 0x2003FFFF;

//RAM3
//RAM3

3.2 Inter-communication between CORE0, CORE1, and PowerQuad task
CORE0, CORE1, and PowerQuad work at the same time after the chip comes out from a reset. The messages are printed by
CORE0. As the main core, CORE0 synchronizes the work with another core or co-processor and collects the result marks
together.
The inter-communication between CORE0 and PowerQuad uses the volatile global variable defined in the
task_powerquad_benchmark.c source file:
volatile uint32_t gTaskPowerQuadCounter = 0u;

This variable increases when the PowerQuad task is executed everytime CORE0 runs the coremark task. When CORE0 finishes
its coremark task, the portable_fini() function in the core_portme.c source file for CORE0 collects the value of
"gTaskPowerQuadCounter" and prints it later.
The inter-communication between CORE0 and CORE1 uses the shared memory in RAM0. Some variables are defined at
absolute addresses for both cores in the core_portme.c source file:
volatile int CORE1_coremark
volatile int CORE1_costtime
volatile int CORE1_finish_flag

__attribute__((section(".ARM.__at_0x20038000")));
__attribute__((section(".ARM.__at_0x20038010")));
__attribute__((section(".ARM.__at_0x20038020")));

When the CORE1 coremark task is done, it feeds its result into "CORE1_coremark" and "CORE1_costtime" and marks
"CORE1_finish_flag" as "true". CORE0 waits until "CORE1_finish_flag" is "true", collects the values in "CORE1_coremark" and
"CORE1_costtime", and prints them.

4 Enabling PowerQuad tasks
The PowerQuad task is handled inside the ISR (Interrupt Service Routine), which is defined as the PQ_IRQHandler() function
inside the vector table. In the demo case, there are three types of computing tasks for PowerQuad: FFT with 128 points, FFT
with 256 points, and FFT with 512 points.
void App_PQTask_CFFT512Case(void)
{
PQ_TransformCFFT(DEMO_POWERQUAD, 512u, inputData, cfftResult);
}
void App_PQTask_CFFT256Case(void)
{
PQ_TransformCFFT(DEMO_POWERQUAD, 256u, inputData, cfftResult);
}
void App_PQTask_CFFT128Case(void)
{
PQ_TransformCFFT(DEMO_POWERQUAD, 128u, inputData, cfftResult);
}
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A software callback is designed to make the ISR run a different task. Different PowerQuad tasks can be installed into the ISR
before launching it.
/* ISR for PowerQuad*/
void PQ_IRQHandler(void)
{
uint32_t flags = POWERQUAD->INTRSTAT; /* PQ_GetStatusFlags(). */
/* A software workaround.
* Use the OVERFLOW flag instead of DONE flag to detect the DONE interrupt. /
if (POWERQUAD_INTREN_INTR_OFLOW_MASK == (POWERQUAD_INTREN_INTR_OFLOW_MASK and flags) )
{
gTaskPowerQuadCounter++;
//PQ_TransformCFFT(DEMO_POWERQUAD, N, inputData, cfftResult); /* start the new task. */
if (gAppPowerQuadCallback)
{
(*gAppPowerQuadCallback)();
}
}
POWERQUAD->INTRSTAT = flags; /* PQ_ClearStatusFlags(). */
}
void App_PQInstallCallback(void (*callback)(void))
{
gAppPowerQuadCallback = callback;
}

In the application, the PowerQuad tasks are triggered one by one:
void task_pq_fft_128(void);
void task_pq_fft_256(void);
void task_pq_fft_512(void);
void (*cAppLcdDisplayPageFunc[])(void) =
{
task_pq_fft_512,
task_pq_fft_256,
task_pq_fft_128 /* merge the last task into this one. */
//task_end
};
void task_pq_fft_512(void)
{
PRINTF("%s\r\n", __func__);
...
App_PQInstallCallback(App_PQTask_CFFT512Case);
gCoreMarkDone = false;
coremark_start();
while (!gCoreMarkDone)
{
}
...
}
void task_pq_fft_256(void)
{
PRINTF("%s\r\n", __func__);
...
App_PQInstallCallback(App_PQTask_CFFT256Case);
gCoreMarkDone = false;
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coremark_start();
while (!gCoreMarkDone)
{
}
...
}
void task_pq_fft_128(void)
{
PRINTF("%s\r\n", __func__);
...
App_PQInstallCallback(App_PQTask_CFFT128Case);
gCoreMarkDone = false;
coremark_start();
while (!gCoreMarkDone)
{
}
...
}
int main(void)
{
...
while (1)
{
keyValue = App_GetUserKeyValue();
if (keyValue != keyValuePre)
{
App_DeinitUserKey(); /* disable detecting key when changing the lcd display. */
(*cAppLcdDisplayPageFunc[keyValue])(); /* switch to new page on lcd module. */
keyValuePre = keyValue;
App_InitUserKey(); /* enable detecting key for next event. */
}
__WFI(); /* sleep when in idle. */
}
}

When the PowerQuad task is launched, it runs continuously with CORE0 running the coremark task. CORE0 stops the
PowerQuad task after its coremark task is done. The "gTaskPowerQuadCounter" variable is used to count the cycles that the
PowerQuad task runs. At the same time, this number is counted by the CORE0 coremark task. Then it can be determined how
many times the PowerQuad task runs per second, and this number can be used as the performance benchmark value in the report.

5 Running the project for benchmark record
To run the demo project, build the CORE1 project first and generate the image for CORE1. Then build the CORE0 project, which
includes the CORE1 image. After this, one image file includes the applications for both cores.
There are two versions of the project:
- LCD display version: this version uses the LCD module to show the result
(lpc5500_coremark_dualcore_powerquad_lcd_display).
- UART terminal version: this version uses the UART terminal to output the result when there is no LCD module. It shows the
same thing on the LCD when the LCD module is assembled (lpc5500_coremark_dualcore_powerquad_uart_terminal). This
version is a modification of the first one.
When the LCD display version works, the result is shown on the LCD module, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Records on LCD screen
When the UART terminal version works, the result is shown in the UART terminal, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Records in UART terminal
This information is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Benchmark summary at 96-MHz core clock
Core clock = 96 MHz

CORE 0

CORE 1

PowerQuad

coremark

coremark

cycles/second

DualCore + PQ FFT512

338

372

28807

DualCore + PQ FFT256

322

372

54795

DualCore + PQ FFT128

306

372

103153

When running with 150-MHz core clock, the record is shown in .
Table 2. Benchmark summary at 150-MHz core clock
Core clock = 150 MHz

CORE 0 coremark

CORE 1 coremark

PowerQuad cycles/second

DualCore + PQ FFT512

523

582

44577

DualCore + PQ FFT256

493

582

83939

DualCore + PQ FFT128

445

582

149489

The score of CORE1 is higher than the score of CORE0, because the code of CORE1 runs in the SRMAX memory, while the
code of CORE0 runs in the FLASH memory. The FFT task with fewer points runs more frequently and interrupts CORE0 to restart
the task in the ISR of PowerQuad. The score of CORE0 is a little lower when the PowerQuad is run more.

6 Revision history
Table 3 summarizes the changes done to this document since the initial release.
Table 3. Revision history
Revision number

Date

Substantive changes

0

03/2019

Initial release

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 3. Revision history (continued)
Revision number

Date

Substantive changes

1

05/2019

Added Appendix A: Purchasing LCD
module used in this demo.

2

04/2020

Modified Table 1 and Table 2.

7 Appendix A: Purchasing LCD module used in this demo
Purchase the LCD board at these links:
• https://www.waveshare.com/product/modules/oleds-lcds/arduino-lcd/2.8inch-tft-touch-shield.htm
• http://www.waveshare.net/shop/2.8inch-TFT-Touch-Shield.htm
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